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                        Cost-effective shared hosting for multiple websites.
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                        Diverse VPS network: 18 locations worldwide.
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                        Secure and customizable dedicated server solution.
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                        Efficient WordPress hosting for seamless website management.

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                         
                        Seamless domain web management, no limitations.

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                         
                        Join our rewarding hosting affiliate program.

                      

                    

                    
                      
                      
                         
                        Robust security measures with DNSSEC
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                          VPS SSD Yucatan 
Get 50% Discount

                          Unlock the power of Mexico Yucatan with our pre-order for VPS hosting. Experience seamless connectivity and exceptional speed.

                          Before $8.00 /mo

                          Now $4.00 /mo

                          Pre Order Now
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                          Dedicated Server/Baremetal Yucatan 
Get 50% Discount

                          Yucatan Pre-Order Dedicated Server: High-performance, secure, customizable hosting for businesses. Reserve now for exclusive access.

                          Before $280.00 /mo

                          Now $140.00 /mo

                          See Plans
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                              Get expert insights on emerging technologies, trends, and best practices in the digital landscape.

                            

                          

                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                               
                              Explore the advantages of cloud hosting and enhance your business scalability and flexibility.

                            

                          

                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                               
                              Reach out to us for prompt assistance and personalized support.
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                              Review our privacy policy and terms of use for a transparent and secure online experience.
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                              Delve into insightful blog posts covering a wide range of topics for knowledge and inspiration

                            

                          

                          
                            
                              
                            

                            
                               
                              Browse through our FAQ section for quick and comprehensive answers to common inquiries

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Support Premium

                          Call us: Int: +1 (417) 201-4235      Email: sales@corp.truxgo.com

                          Contact Us
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              Blazing fast & stable hosting infrastructure
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              Powerful protection for emails with intelligent cluster
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                  Find what you need instantly..
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                  Securely store and share files..
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                  Generate QR codes effortlessly..
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                  Shield your data from cyber threats..
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                  Gain insights for informed decisions..
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                  Master technology skills at our TICs academy..
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                  Powerful servers for seamless online performance..
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                  Truxgo Hosting

                  Boost your website with reliable server hosting..
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                  Connect and engage on vibrant social networks..
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                  Cyber incident management experts..
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                  Security, credibility and trust visitors..

                

              

            

          

        
      



    

    
      Our Social Networks

      Have a question or need assistance? Contact our friendly team for personalized support and quick solutions.
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                  Find your new cloud computing

                  Choose the datacenter that best suits your needs and take your business to new heights across more than 18 locations.

Order Now 
                  More Locations
                  Start your new server in miami for $3.00/month

                

              

            

            
                
                    
                        
                    
                

            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  Dedicated 
Server with 
 

                  Enhanced Performance: With dedicated resources, a dedicated server offers faster and more reliable performance, unaffected by other users.

                  Order Now 
                  More Locations
                  Deidcated server mexico start for $120.00/month

                

              

            

            
                
            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  Cloud Hosting 
with cPanel
 

                  Easy Management: Cloud hosting platforms offer user-friendly interfaces and management tools, making it easy to deploy, monitor, and manage your applications and infrastructure.

                  Order Now 
                  Learn more
                  Web Hosting mexico start for $5.00/month


                

              

            

            
                
            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  Wordpress 
Hosting 
 

                  Optimized Performance: WordPress hosting is specifically optimized for running WordPress websites, ensuring fast loading times and optimal performance

                  Order Now 
                

              

            

            
                
            

          

            

          

        

      
    

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                

                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Go to VPS Server

                    KVM Servers to 18 locations

                  

                
              

            

            
              
                

                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Go to Dedicated Server

                    Need more power and resources?

                  

                
              

            

          

        

      

    


   
    
      
        Order Your Hosting

      

      
        
          
            
              VPS KVM

                  

              VPS Server

              Cloud Computing

              $7.00 /mo

              Configure
            

            	 CPU
 1 Cores
	 RAM
 512 MB Memory
	 DISK
 25GB SSD Space
	 DATA
 Unlimited Bandwidth


          

        

        
          
            
              BAREMETAL

              
              Dedicated Server

              Baremetal Server

              $120.00 /mo

              Configure
            

            	 CPU
 4x 3.20Ghz 2 Cores
	 RAM
 16GB (up to 32GB)
	 DRIVES
 2 x 1TB SATA 3.5
	 UPLINK
 1Gbps - 20TB


          

        

        
          
            
              
              Wordpress

              Hosting

              $2.00 /mo

              Order now
            

            	 DISK
 5 GB SSD
	 DATA
 Unlimited Bandwidth
	 SETUP
 Instant Install
	 Domain
 Included


          

        

        
          
            
              CPANEL

              
              Web Hosting

              Cloud Hosting

              $2.00 /mo

              Order now
            

            	 DISK
 5 GB SSD
	 DATA
 Unlimited Bandwidth
	 AUTO INSTALL SCRIPTS
 380 Great Scripts
	 Domain
 Included


          

        

      

    

  
    
      
        
          
            
              Why Choose TRUXGO Servers?

              Reliable hosting with blazing-fast speeds. Choose us for exceptional performance.

            

            
              
                online

                
                24/7/365 Support

                
                  Expert Support: 24/7 problem-solving. No question is too basic or complex. We're here to help.
                

              

            

            
              
                
                SSD Storage

                
                  20x faster than standard SATA disk drives, we provide all new cloud servers with high performance SSD hard drives.
                

              

            

            
              
                
                Our Bandwidth

                
                  No traffic restrictions on most of our cloud servers locations. Empower your business with unlimited scalability.                

              

            


            
              
                
                Eighteen Locations

                
                  Bulgaria, Egypt, France, Germany, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, Singapore, Sweden, Turkey, UK, US and more.
                

              

            

            
              
                root

                
                Full root access

                
                  Unrestricted root access: Enjoy full control over your cloud environment with no limitations on our services.
                

              

            

            
              
                panel

                
                850 Payments Methods

                
                  Stay connected to your cloud service: We accept 850+ payment methods, providing convenience and reliability.                

              

            

          

        

      

    


    
    
      
        
          
            
              Other Products

              Customize hosting: Choose what suits you. Tailor-made solutions for your unique needs and aspirations.

            

            
              
                Premium

                
                DNS SEC

                
                  Uncompromising DNS security: Ensure the authenticity and integrity of your DNS records with DNSSEC.
                

                Read more
              

            

            
              
                Control Panel

                
                WHM/cPanel Hosting

                
                  Powerful cPanel hosting: Simplify website management with WHM/cPanel, empowering you with robust control.
                

                Buy Now
              

            

            
              
                
                Domain Names

                
                  Claim your online presence: Find the perfect domain name to represent your brand and identity.
                

                Buy Now
              

            

          

        

      

    
    
    
      
        
          
            
              Our Datacenters are Located in 18 Regions

               A dedicated server ensures optimal performance, security, and full control over resources. Ideal for resource-intensive applications, high traffic, and customized storage and processing needs 

            

            
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
            

          

        

      

    
    
    
      
        
          
          
          Free Services

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        qr.truxgo.com

                        
                          Generate QR codes quickly on our website! Simply enter your text or link in the input field and click "Generate". You will get a customized QR code instantly. Share your QR code with friends or use it to promote your business! Easy, fast, and effective. Try it now..

                           TRUXGO - Sites

                          TRY NOW!!
                        

                      

                      
                        truxgoupload.com

                        
                          Our platform provides an intuitive webpage for seamless document upload and download. Effortlessly upload your files and access them anytime you need. Keep your documents organized and readily available from anywhere. Streamline your workflow with our document upload and download page. Give it a try today.

                           TRUXGO - Sites

                          TRY NOW!!
                        

                      

                      
                        search.truxgo.com

                        
                          Find what you're looking for quickly on our search page. With a simple interface, enter your query and get instant relevant results. Explore a wide range of content and efficiently find the information you need. Simplify your searches with our reliable search page. Try it now.

                           TRUXGO - Sites

                          TRY NOW!!
                        

                      

                      
                        unlimitedpicture.com

                        
                          Optimize your images effortlessly on our webpage. Reduce or enlarge image sizes with ease. Enhance loading speeds and save storage space. Get the perfect image size for your needs. Try our image resizing page now and optimize your visuals in no time.

                           TRUXGO - Sites

                          TRY NOW!!
                        

                      

                      
                        truxgo.net

                        
                          Join our vibrant social network! Connect, share, and discover with like-minded individuals. Create your profile, post updates, photos, and videos. Stay connected and engaged in a dynamic online community. Sign up now and be part of the conversation!.

                           TRUXGO - Sites

                          TRY NOW!!
                        

                      

                      
                        biolk.net

                        
                          Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totamer rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore.

                           Matt Radford - President & Managing Director

                          Case Study Download

                        

                      

                    

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Live Chat

                    24/7 Support Chat: Instant help anytime, anywhere.

                  

                
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Send Ticket

                    24/7 Support Tickets: Instant help anytime, anywhere.

                  

                
              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    Knowledge base

                    Knowledge Help Center: Your hub for reliable guidance.

                  

                
              

            

          

        

      

    

   
    
      
        
          
          
            
              Frequently Asked Questions VPS/Cloud

              Explore the comprehensive Frequently Asked Questions on VPS/Cloud, answering all your queries about access and quick questions.

            

            
              
                
                  
                    How to access my Linux VPS server?
                    
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        	
                            Download and install PuTTY from the official website PuTTY.org.

                            Launch PuTTY and enter the IP address of your VPS server in the "Host Name" field.

                            Remember to use port 22.

                            Click the "Open" button to initiate the connection.

                            A terminal window will appear. Enter your username and press Enter.

                            Next, enter your password when prompted. Note that the password won't be visible as you type, but it's being entered.

                            Once you've successfully entered the correct credentials, you will be connected to your Linux VPS server via PuTTY.

                          


                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    What payment methods do you accept?
                    
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        	
                            At Truxgo, you have access to a wide range of payment options, including more than 850 forms of payment.

                            Cryptocurrencies: BUSD, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Dai, ETH, XRP, among others.

                            Cash and credit methods: Bank Transfers, Credit Card, GoCash Game Card, PayPal, Paysafecard, Todito Cash, among others.

                          


                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Truxgo accept VPN Servers?
                    
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        	
                            Truxgo aims to provide unrestricted traffic in the majority of its locations or offer TUN/TAP functionality to support the VPN server industry.

                          


                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Truxgo accept email marketing?
                    
                      
                      
                    

                  

                  
                    
                      
                        	
                            While Truxgo understands its clients' needs, it's important to consult about IP availability for email marketing as IPs may be occupied or undergoing cleaning processes.

                          


                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
       
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Clients Around The World

                            Honest ratings from our customers. Discover their satisfaction with our products and services.

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                “あなたはビットコインを受け入れるためにtruxgoありがとう.”

                                
                                    
                                        Yui Sakamoto

                                        Web Developer

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                “With reliable service and strategically selected server locations, my VPN servers operate at their best..”

                                
                                    
                                        Sophia Miller

                                        App Developer

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                
                                “The speed and performance are remarkable, enabling me to handle high traffic without any issues. With reliable customer support available, I feel confident and supported in my blogging journey..”

                                
                                    
                                        Oliver Scott

                                        Blogger
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